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Trailing Returns (%) 3 Mo 1 Yr 5 Yr ITD

EVNT at NAV 5.44 -1.97 6.83 4.16

EVNT at Market Price 5.20 -1.86 6.85 4.17

Performance quoted represents past performance and
does not guarantee future results. Investment return and
principal value will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares,
when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original
cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance quoted. For performance current to the most
recent month end, visit http://altsharesetfs.com or call
(855) 955-1607.

Returns greater than one year are annualized. Net asset
value (NAV) represents the value of each share's portion of
the fund's underlying net assets (including cash) at the end
of the trading day. Market price represents the mid-point
between the highest bid and the lowest offer on the listing
exchange, as of the time that the fund’s NAV is calculated
(usually 4:00 pm Eastern time). Please refer to additional
performance disclosures at the end of this commentary.

Fund Facts

Inception Date December 31, 2014

Fund AUM $3 million

Ticker EVNT

Fund Structure Actively Managed ETF

Total Annual Fund Operating Expense 1.53%

For many, the year began with a perception that the Federal
Reserve (Fed) had successfully engineered a soft landing for
the flagging economy and was done with further interest
rate hikes. Sentiment began to change in February, however,
as inflation proved stubborn, and the Fed communicated the
possibility that rate hikes could continue. In this
environment, the landscape for mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) activity has been challenging. Concerns about the
broader economy and the prospect of a potential recession
in the US have made corporate executives hesitant to
proceed with transactions in some sectors. As such, deal
flow was already slow during Q1 when, in March, the
collapse of Silicon Valley Bank in the US and the rescue of
Credit Suisse via acquisition by UBS upended the market for
dealmaking even further. The risk of contagion in the
banking industry drove investors to safe harbor investments
and acquirers put a pause on planned acquisitions, while the
Fed was faced with the dilemma of curbing inflation with
rate hikes or tempering any contagion with less aggressive
moves. Ultimately, the Fed chose a conservative course
during its March 22 meeting by raising rates 25 basis points
– half the amount that had been expected prior to the
banking tumult.

Amidst the broader volatility, many M&A transactions traded
to wider spreads, as companies involved in deals
experienced increased selling pressure along with the rest of
the market. As is often the case, the market turmoil
presented opportunities to initiate or trade around positions.
More broadly, however, average deal spreads widened over
the full duration of the quarter. Regulatory concerns fueled
much of the ongoing spread volatility, as a heightened
antitrust environment left several notable pending
transactions in limbo (and may have further contributed to
curtailed deal flow by eroding boardroom confidence that a
desired transaction would receive clearance). That said,
there were several positive developments on that front by
quarter-end, including a perceived shift on the part of the
UK’s antitrust regulator – the Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) – to a more favorable assessment of
Microsoft’s bid to acquire Activision Blizzard1; the receipt of
regulatory clearance in two large acquisitions by CVS Health
(for Oak Street Health and Signify Health) which had each
been subject to extended antitrust reviews; the successful
closure of Semtech’s acquisition of Sierra Wireless after
having received a second request from the Department of
Justice (DOJ); the uneventful clearance of Amazon’s bid for
primary care provider One Medical; and the approval of the
tie-up between Canadian telecommunications giants Rogers
Communications and Shaw Communications, two years after
announcement. Recent increased antitrust scrutiny of M&A –
which as of late is often based on novel views of competition
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regulation – has increased volatility in the merger arbitrage
strategy, but many of the deals being most closely
investigated by regulators continue to reach a successful
conclusion, reinforcing our view that established legal
precedent in M&A law will continue to prevail.

During the quarter, the fund’s top performing positions
came from Microsoft’s acquisition of Activision Blizzard,
Caesars Entertainment, and Advanced Micro Devices. As
mentioned above, the spread on the Activision deal
narrowed following the change in tone by the CMA. Positive
performance in Caesars was driven by strong trends for its
Las Vegas business as well as continued growth for its
digital business, while Advanced Micro Devices shares
advanced – despite headwinds for its PC business – thanks
to strong results in its data center and embedded processor
businesses.

Conversely, the fund’s top detractors included our positions
in DISH Network, Standard General’s acquisition of TEGNA,
and the acquisition of First Horizon by Toronto-Dominion
Bank. DISH has been struggling to contain subscriber losses
in its legacy satellite television business – a problem that
was exacerbated when, in March, the company suffered a
severe service outage driven by a successful cyberattack.
The spread on the TEGNA transaction widened when the US
Federal Communications Commission designated the deal
for a judicial review based on concerns it could raise prices
for consumers, while extreme volatility in the regional
banking industry combined with an extended regulatory
review of this deal in Canada has driven First Horizon shares
lower.

Looking ahead, the headwinds to deal flow are genuine.
Dealmakers must face fading boardroom confidence, the
potential for recession, an uncertain regulatory environment,
and a more challenging market for financing. Regardless,
consolidation activity, while slow, continues to occur – albeit
sporadically. Robust deal flow may be preferable, but we
note it is not a requirement of success. In more than 20 years
managing merger arbitrage and event-driven strategies for
various funds and client accounts, we have never
experienced a period when the level of deal activity did not
exceed the amount of capital we had to put to work.
Depressed equity valuations may serve as another obstacle,
as they may make some takeout targets hesitant to
negotiate deals for fear of selling too low. (Though they can
be a double-edged sword, as they can also spur well
capitalized acquirers to seek opportunities to take
advantage of fallen prices and draw out activist investors
who may agitate for a sale.) Despite these hurdles, there
have been bright spots in sectors such as healthcare,
technology, and industrials, which continue to make up a
meaningful portion of consolidation activity. Furthermore,
the global private equity (PE) industry continues to sit on a
substantial amount of dry powder after having entered the
year with nearly $2 trillion in cash available for acquisitions.

While PE activity has remained healthy, it is nonetheless
below the record-setting levels witnessed during the 2021-
early 2022 timeframe, and the difficult market for debt
financing has forced PE buyers to fund a greater portion of
purchase prices through equity. Once the markets reopen in
earnest, however, we believe the pressure will be on PE
firms to negotiate deals and put their dry powder to work
more swiftly, which could lead to a flurry of activity.

In short, we would describe our current positioning as
cautious but optimistic. With regard to newly announced
activity, we may see fewer large and mega deals given the
ongoing regulatory landscape and current interest rate
levels (which may impact buyers’ ability to finance larger
acquisitions), but we anticipate more opportunities in mid-
sized deals. Moreover, merger arbitrage spreads are trading
at compelling rates of return – reaching levels we haven’t
seen since 2008 – and we believe there may be an increase
in attractive opportunities in soft catalyst situations on the
horizon. Yet there are few opportunities in this environment
that can be described as “plain vanilla.” We are wary of the
potential for deals to fail due not just to regulatory
interference but also to valuations. The rapid rise in interest
rates has the potential to cause buyer’s remorse in
transactions initially struck in a materially different rate
environment. At the same time, a broken deal doesn’t
always have to translate directly to portfolio losses. Despite
spikes in volatility during Q1, over the course of the quarter
markets generally traded higher. Alongside that rally, our
assessments of valuations in the event of a potential deal
break increased in many sectors – meaning potential
downsides may have been mitigated, thus improving
risk/reward ratios in several segments of the deal universe.
For example, in the midst of this year’s rally in the
technology sector, we have seen deal break valuations for
targets in some deals reach levels above the agreed to deal
price – which, in some scenarios, may even cause target
shareholders to try to vote down a deal if they cannot
negotiate a better price. During this exciting and interesting
time, our process remains anchored in deep-dive
fundamental analysis – understanding what we own and
what it’s worth, so we can maintain a disciplined risk
framework around the portfolio. Our goal, as always, is to
seek to minimize drawdowns when events deteriorate, while
delivering non-correlated returns sourced from the
successful outcome of idiosyncratic corporate catalysts
rather than overall market direction.



1Although, after quarter-end, in April, the CMA unexpectedly decided to block Microsoft’s acquisition of Activision Blizzard.
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GLOSSARY: A basis point is an amount equal to 1/100 of 1%. Deal flow refers to the volume of announced mergers and
acquisitions activity. A deal spread is the difference between the price at which a target company’s shares currently trade and the
price an acquiring company has agreed to pay. Dry powder refers to cash reserves available to be deployed for investment. Hard
catalysts are situations with more defined potential outcomes and higher probabilities of reaching a successful conclusion. Soft
catalysts are situations with less defined potential outcomes and relatively lower probabilities of reaching a successful conclusion.
A soft landing is the process of an economy shifting from growth to slow-growth to potentially flat, as it approaches but avoids a
recession.

Effective as of the close of business on September 17, 2021, the fund acquired the assets and assumed the performance, financial,
and other historical information of the Water Island Long/Short Fund, an open-end mutual fund (incepted December 31, 2014)
that was a series of The Arbitrage Funds, a registered investment company advised by Water Island Capital. The fund’s investment
objectives, strategies and policies are substantially similar to those of the predecessor mutual fund and it was managed by the
same portfolio managers. Performance information for periods prior to September 20, 2021 is the historical performance of the
predecessor mutual fund and reflects the higher operating expenses of the predecessor mutual fund. The fund has lower expenses
than the predecessor mutual fund. For periods prior to September 20, 2021, the fund’s performance would have been higher than
shown had it operated with the fund’s current expense levels. Inception of the predecessor mutual fund is used for ITD (inception-
to-date) returns and inception date of the fund. Performance for periods prior to May 12, 2019, does not reflect the fund’s current
investment strategy. The predecessor mutual fund's past performance is not indicative of future results. The performance of the
predecessor mutual fund reflects fee waivers that were in effect. If fee waivers had not been in place, the performance depicted
for the predecessor mutual fund would have been reduced. High, double-digit returns were primarily achieved during favorable
market conditions. Such returns are atypical and may not be repeatable.

AltShares Event-Driven ETF top ten holdings as of March 31, 2023: Activision Blizzard Inc; Aerojet Rocketdyne Holdings Inc;
Caesars Entertainment Inc; DCP Midstream LP; First Horizon Corp; Horizon Therapeutics Plc; Johnson & Johnson; Ranger Oil Corp;
Shaw Communications Inc; Weatherford International PLC. Top ten holdings represent 35.4% of the portfolio. Holdings are subject
to change. Current and future holdings are subject to risk.

Investors should carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, and expenses before investing. To obtain a
prospectus containing this and other important information, visit http://altsharesetfs.com or call (855) 955-1607. Read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
RISKS: Investments are subject to risk, including possible loss of principal. There can be no assurance that the fund will achieve its
investment objectives. The fund uses investment techniques and strategies with risks that are different from the risks ordinarily
associated with equity investments. Such risks include event-driven risk; merger arbitrage risk (in that the proposed
reorganizations in which the fund invests may be renegotiated or terminated, in which case the fund may realize losses); special
situations risk; short sale risk; active management risk; market risk; high portfolio turnover risk (which may increase the fund’s
brokerage costs, which would reduce performance); hedging risk; concentration risk; sector risk; equity risk; derivatives risk; swap
risk; credit risk; counterparty risk; temporary investment/cash management risk; ETF risks (which include premium-discount risk,
secondary market trading risk, cash transactions risk, international closed market trading risk, flash crash risk, and authorized
participants concentration risk); small and medium capitalization securities risk; investment company and ETF risk; non-
diversification risk; leverage risk; foreign securities risk; currency risk; interest rate risk; liquidity risk; and large shareholder risk.
Risks may increase volatility, increase costs, and lower performance.

Commentary represents the manager’s current opinion and may contain certain forward-looking statements. Actual future results
may differ from our expectations. Our views may change at any time, and we have no obligation to update them. Commentary
should not be regarded as investment advice or a recommendation of any security or strategy.

Distributed by Foreside Financial Services, LLC, which is not affiliated with Water Island Capital, LLC or any of its affiliates.
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